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Local/Global Conference Stages Conversation About Queer Future
On April 23rd and 24th, CLAGS hosted Local Politics and Global
Change: Academics and Activists Thinking About a Queer
Future. The conference employed an innovative structure within
which panelists, rather than delivering papers on their individual
skill area or academic interest, were asked to respond from their
located standpoint to prepared questions. These questions
elaborated upon the broad topic of each panel and roundtable,
which also included extended Q&A periods that encouraged
conversation between "audience," moderator, and panelists. To
describe the format seems noteworthy because it contributed in
part to one of the most outstanding features of this conference:
There were no tired rehearsals of "bridging the gap" between a
monolithic "academy" and the all-too-reified "street." Instead,
the conference staged the more crucial dialogues on strategies,
knowledges, and conflicts produced within and between
progressive groupings in sites as diverse as the humanities and
social science academy, as well as established and emergent gay
and lesbian organizations, movements connected to sexual
politics outside the "queer world," queer arts organizations, and
grass-roots organizing.
Lisa Duggan opened the conference on Friday night by
remarking on the current U.S. political and social environment
in which a neo-liberal "progressive" consensus speaks a new
universalist political language of fairness and formal equality,
which often marginalizes specific and politicized issues of race,
gender, and sexuality while it recruits from among the people of
color, women's, and queer communities for its constituency.
Within this contradictory context the conference attempted to
define alternative progressive movements which would not
marginalize the social particularities and demands of historically
situated communities as they come together in coalition.
Indeed as the first plenary, "Queer Publics: Transforming Policy,
Scholarship, and Politics," attested to, it is much easier to define
an alternative progressive coalitional agenda in negative terms
as anti-state, anti-liberal, and anti-criminalization than it is to
figure out a specifically queer progressive future.

Cathy Cohen, moderator of the first plenary, pointed
out how as our definitions of a progressive agenda
become increasingly abstract it becomes harder to
know what role people see a specifically queer
political formation and analysis playing and what
potentials they hold for a progressive future. In
different ways the plenary speakers, Jorge Cortihas,
Leslie Cagan, Robin Kelley and Ruthie Gillmore,
attempted to respond to this call.
The second plenary, "Queer Politics and the Racial/
Gendered State" moderated by joo-Hyun Kang of the
Audre Lorde Project, brought together panelists
Jacquf Alexander, Ricardo Bracho, Jeffrey Edwards,
and Barbara Smith to focus on the ways in which
queer projects, whether undertaken by gays and
lesbians of color or by white queers, are always
shaped by and responding to the racialized dynamics
of opportunities and disadvantage that define the
U.S. more broadly. Jeffrey Edwards, for example,
exposed how a relatively continuous system of white
privilege and exclusion defines much of the gay and
lesbian activist movements of the 1980s and '90s
embodied in organizations like Act Up and Queer
Nation. Barbara Smith pointed out Women of Color
organizing in the 1980s as a specifically alternative
anti-racist lesbian of color political formation whose
lessons and modes of organizing we are still learning
from and building upon.
Following the second plenary, conference
participants broke off into one of two lunch-time
roundtables. While I was unable to attend the
roundtable on violence and policing in New York
City presented by Maura Bairley, Nan Hunter, and
Don Kulick, the roundtable on migration and
immigration issues presented by Natalie Bennett,
Christine Lipat, and Javid Syed generated a lively
dialogue which offered both a history of immigrant
organizing in New York and a critique of the degree
to which all normative and so-called "alternative"
gay and lesbian organizations and policy movements
actively internalize the State's anti-immigrant racism.
The next plenary, "The Future of Human Rights,"
which included Eric Clarke, Ali Miller, Gail
Pheterson, Scott Long, Sunila Abeysekera, and Carol
Vance, focused on the category of "sexual
nonconformity" as one site in which human rights
work intersects with Queer projects. As both
Pheterson, speaking about international sex worker
organizing, and Abeysekera, speaking about Gay
men in Sri Lanka, pointed out, human rights regimes
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As a result, they are unable to penetrate the more complex
dynamic of power held by national social formations across
the globe, making theirs a limited and even de-forming
mode of "queer" organizing.
The final plenary of the conference, "The Capitalization of
Politics" with Jose Quiroga, Alisa Solomon, Natalie Byfield,
Amber Hollibaugh, and Graciela Sanchez, focused on how
the capital intensive components of our political movement
such as gay and lesbian centers or HIV Organizations are
both re-directing the vision of a queer politics away from
community-based organizing and introducing into the
Queer "progressive" movement institutional values and
logic developed within the management world of the
private sector or the state bureaucracies. Moreover, as
Graciela Sanchez pointed out, by relating the history of the
lesbian of color led organization Esperanza Project,
normative and white gay and lesbian institutions are
increasingly making pacts with conservative forces of
government to de-fund alternative queer institutions
founded on anti-racism, anti-capitalism, and anti-sexism.
The conference concluded with an amazing night of "queer
culture" at the Meow Mix. The show was organized by
Holly Hughes, hosted by Carmelita Tropicana, and
included a reading by Brian Freeman from his new play,
Civil Sex, and performances by Peggy Shaw and Lois
Weaver. As a site of ecstatic pleasure, the performances
engaged with the question of a queer future by staging and
providing finely traced images of queer embodiment from a
not so distant past. It is in culture that we see the legacy
and survival of a queer past, and, as the performances
suggested, queer legacies are not only to be remembered,
but to be actively "worn" and performed for our own
pleasures and future possibilities.

Chandan Reddy
Columbia University

For all these reasons, I joined the CLAGS Board of
Directors in 1990 with excitement and anticipation. In the
lively debates around the table at board and committee
meetings over the eight years I served, I met a brilliant
group of folks who frequently shoved me away from my
unexamined assumptions (at least far enough away to
examine them); I got an inkling of the impact of Lesbian
and Gay Studies in a range of disciplines; I was challenged
to find ways to sustain a marriage between activism and
academe. Over and over, I experienced in microcosm,
the inspiring principle on which CLAGS is based: the
power of ideas to change consciousness. And always, I
was blown away by the sheer amount of activity CLAGS
was producing with committees staffed by overworked
teachers, scholars, professionals, community activists all
volunteering time they didn't have to keep CLAGS vibrant
and growing. When my time on the board finally ran into
the term limits established in our bylaws, i was actually
sad to leave my beloved comrades and our stimulating
Saturday symposia —which is what board meetings often
felt like.
To be returning now as Executive Director feels like a
tremendous privilege. And, to be honest, a daunting one.
With the commitment of our board and staff, and the
ongoing support of so many members and participants in
CLAGS programs who have offered time, ideas, money,
criticism, affirmation, and presence at our events, I know
that CLAGS will continue to thrive. I look forward to
working with all of you.
On a personal note. I'd like to thank Jill for her vision and
labor. 1 have learned much from her scholarship, her
leadership, her profound menshlikhkeyt. And as my first
official act as E.D., I'd like to speak for everyone at CLAGS
in saying how much we appreciate all Jill has done, how
deeply we will miss her, and how sincerely we wish her
much happiness in Texas.

Alisa Solomon
CLAGS New Executive Director
Position Papers Wanted
CLAGS's Committee for Advocacy in the Arts and
Education seeks position papers on issues concerning
advocacy in the arts and education. We'd like to post them
on the Advocacy page of the CLAGS Web Site, for scholars
and artists to use as resources when they face attacks on
curriculum, funding, etc. Papers should be 2 pages or so,
and can address any issue (authors' names will be posted
with each piece). Please send to Paisley Currah at
<pcurrah@brooklyn.cuny.edu>.
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